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1.0

PURPOSE
There are two purposes of this report. The first is to develop a Fishery
Habitat Master Plan for constructing fish habitat enhancement projects for
fisheries within the lower Kings River downstream of Pine Flat Dam (Fresno
County). The second purpose of this report is to create an informational
document for use in permitting the projects with local, state, and federal
resource and regulatory agencies. The proposed fishery enhancement projects
would be implemented during a six-year period beginning 2004 and extending
through 2010.
2.0

INTRODUCTION
On May 28, 1999 the "Framework Agreement of the Kings River Fisheries
Management Program" was signed by officials of the Kings River Water
Association (KRWA), California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) and
Kings River Conservation District (KRCD). The Fisheries Management Program
(FMP) is a comprehensive program designed to enhance the broad range of fish
and wildlife resources of the Kings River and Pine Flat Reservoir. The
Framework Agreement was developed in order to begin implementation of the
FMP. Included in the Framework Agreement is the agreement to fund and
construct “selected physical improvements which will enhance fish and wildlife
resources.”
To help manage implementation of the various habitat enhancement
measures, a 5-Year Implementation Plan for the FMP is developed each year,
the latest of which was developed in June 2003. Included in the
Implementation Plan was the proposed development of a Fishery Habitat
Master Plan which was authorized by the Executive Committee as Element N2003-7. This plan, utilizing experience and expertise gained from experimental
test-projects conducted in prior years, literature review, and professional
expertise will become the basis of fish enhancement activities to be conducted
over the next six-years.
The lower Kings River has habitat and flow conditions that limit the
population of Rainbow Trout. The proposed enhancement projects are
designed to address the limiting factors involving spawning, rearing, hiding,
and cover habitat for Rainbow Trout (Appendix J). The limiting factors apply to
the egg, fry, juvenile, and/or adult life stages of Rainbow Trout. Other limiting
factors for the trout fishery (such as winter flows, river depth in winter, pool
quantity and quality) remain to be addressed in the future. Limiting factor
information and evaluations can be found in the following documents:
Kings River Conservation District. 1997. Summary of Limiting Factors
for Rainbow Trout and Studies/Plans for Future Enhancement Projects
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in the Kings River Downstream of Pine Flat Dam. In-house Rpt. No. 97005. Fresno, CA.
Raleigh, R. F., T. Hickman, R. C. Solomon, and P. C. Nelson. 1984.
Habitat Suitability Information: Rainbow Trout. U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Biol. Rpt. 82/10.60.
Trihey and Associates. 1992. Kings River Fisheries (5 volumes): Stream
Temperature Modeling, Spawning Gravel Study, Instream Flow Study,
PHABSIM Appendices, and Reservoir Temperature Report. Prepared for
Calif. Dept. of Fish and Game. Fresno, CA.
Also addressed in the plan is river shading and nutrient input to the river
ecosystem from riparian vegetation. Habitat enhancement proposals in the
plan include:
1).
2).
3).
4).

Boulder placement/channel ripping,
Addition of spawning gravel,
Enhancement of a side channel, and
Planting of riparian trees.

The Fishery Habitat Master Plan is written to describe the purpose of the
projects, the project sites, the habitat enhancement techniques, structural
layouts, equipment, and conclusions regarding the engineering, environmental
and financial feasibility of the projects. Engineering feasibility is based on the
ability to design, construct and operate the habitat enhancement projects to
accomplish the purposes for which they are planned without impacting flood or
irrigation flows within the channel. In addition, they are planned in
accordance with generally accepted engineering and environmental principals
and practices. Environmental feasibility is based on determinations that the
proposed projects can be designed, constructed and operated in compliance
with the requirements of local, state and federal environmental regulations and
guidelines. The projects will also be designed, constructed and operated so
that the projects will not be a detriment to the environment they are intended
to improve and enhance. Financial feasibility is based on determinations that
construction and operation of the projects can be completed within established
budgets.
3.0

PROJECT SUMMARY
The fishery enhancement projects will be implemented within an 8-mile
reach downstream of Pine Flat Dam (Appendix A). The projects will benefit a
variety of fishes in the Kings River watershed (Appendix H); however, the target
species is resident Rainbow Trout. The proposed enhancement techniques are
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described below and in the Project Description section later in the report. A
summary of the proposed enhancement projects is presented in Appendix I.
Boulder Placement/Channel Ripping. -Boulder projects have been
successfully used to improve the fisheries of valley floor rivers that lack juvenile
and adult habitat. The concept behind boulder placement projects is to
enhance habitat by altering stream flow velocity thus creating velocity refuge
for fishes, scour areas of deeper water upstream of boulders, and recruitment
of spawning gravel downstream of boulders. The Kings River has developed an
armored channel. The result is poor habitat for aquatic insects and juvenile
fish. To reduce channel armoring, the channel at and around boulder sites will
be ripped prior to the placement of boulders. A bulldozer with 2-foot shanks
will rip the channel. The boulders and channel ripping will provide refuge from
predators and increase habitat for insects, which serve as food for fish.
Boulders will be placed in clusters of at least 4 to 6 boulders per cluster at
specified areas in the river channel. Boulder clusters near the riverbank at or
near the high water mark will create suitable habitat for newly hatched fry and
juvenile fish during high river flows. Boulder clusters will also be placed midchannel to enhance habitat for adult fish. Approximately 10,000-12,000
boulders will be placed among ten sites, representing approximately 1,0001,200 boulders at each project site. Boulders will be approximately 3-6 feet in
diameter.
In the 1980's and early 1990's, KRCD placed approximately 300 boulders
in the river for adult fish habitat. Recently in winter 2002, the FMP placed
approximately 800 boulders in the river among eight sites. Observation of the
boulders placed along the channel edges showed enhanced gravel recruitment
and juvenile fish utilized these areas more effectively. The placement of
boulders in the middle of the channel was shown to provide habitat primarily
for adult fish. Past boulder projects showed no negative impact on channel
morphology and channel capacity.
Addition of Spawning Gravel. -After Pine Flat Dam was completed in
1954, the natural recruitment of gravel suitable for spawning downstream of
the dam was severely curtailed. Mill Creek, a large tributary, is currently the
only significant source of spawning gravel, but it is usually heavily impacted by
silt brought in by the creek during high flows. Recently in winter of 2002 and
2003, gravel suitable for trout spawning was added to the river at several sites.
The FMP plans to continue the placement of gravel in the river to enhance trout
spawning habitat. The prewashed natural round gravel will be approximately
0.25 to 1.5 inches in diameter. Approximately 500-1,000 cubic yards of gravel
will be placed at one or more sites each year.
Side Channel Enhancement. -Juvenile fish as well as adult fish need
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habitat to escape the high flows that are experienced annually in the river, and
high periodic flows during flood releases. An existing 3,900-foot long side
channel known as the Avocado Side Channel Slough would be modified to
enhance fish habitat. The approximately 10-foot wide side channel is
overgrown with Himalayan blackberry bushes and willow. The channel barely
flows during high irrigation or flood releases, and is dry during low river flow
periods – usually fall and winter. The channel would be designed and
contoured to carry flows over a wider range of river conditions. Channel
enhancements may include deepening of the channel, sloping of one channel
bank, creation of pools, and the placement of boulders, trees, logs, gravel, and
other modifications that have been effective in other enhancement programs.
Riparian Planting. -Riparian vegetation along the river banks is desirable
to shade the river, decrease river temperatures, stabilize river banks, provide
nutrient inputs into the food chain, provide fish cover and large woody debris
to the river over a period of years. Several areas of the river do not possess
riparian trees. Cuttings of riparian trees such as willow, cottonwood and
sycamore will be planted at bare reaches along the riverbank. To facilitate the
planting and growth of cuttings, the riverbank may be ripped and/or sloped
using heavy equipment.
More detailed information regarding the proposed habitat enhancement
projects is presented in the following sections and in Appendices B-F. The
Technical Steering Committee of the FMP recommends the projects to the
Executive Committee for approval and implementation. The projects will be
implemented upon approval of the Executive Committee and the acquisition of
applicable local, state, and federal permits.
4.0

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Project sites are located on the Kings River within an eight-mile reach
between Pine Flat Dam and Gould Weir (Appendix A). Selection of the sites was
based upon the availability and quality of suitable habitat, proximity to trout
spawning areas, equipment accessibility and the cooperation of landowners
(access to sites). A description of the project, the location of proposed sites,
and land access are listed below for each habitat enhancement technique.
4.1

Boulder Placement / Channel Ripping
Description
Prior to boulder placement, the channel will be ripped using a bulldozer
with 2-foot shanks. This will further enhance the effect of boulders by
providing additional escapement from flows as well as increased habitat for
aquatic insects and juvenile fish. Approximately 10,000-12,000 boulders will
be placed among ten sites (Appendix B). There will be approximately 1,000-
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1,200 boulders per site. Boulders will be approximately 3-6 feet in diameter. It
is anticipated that the boulders will be loaded with an excavator or front-end
loader at a local quarry, transported from the quarry using dump trucks and
placed in stockpiles near the sites. Approximately 200 truckloads carrying 6 to
8 boulders each will be required for each site. The boulders will be placed in
the channel using a rubber-tired front-end loader. Boulders will be grouped
into clusters with at least 4 to 6 boulders per cluster. A conceptual boulder
layout is drawn for each site on aerial photographs in Appendix B.
Location
Ten sites have been selected for boulder placement projects (Appendix B).
The sites are denoted on a topographic map and are conceptually drawn on
aerial photographs in Appendix B. The section, township, and range of each
boulder project are listed below.
Site #
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
B-6
B-7
B-8
B-9
B-10

Section
2&3
3
8
8
19
24
24
24
25
24
24

Township
T13S
T13S
T13S
T13S
T13S
T13S
T13S
T13S
T13S
T13S
T13S

Range
R24E
R24E
R24E
R24E
R24E
R23E
R23E
R23E
R23E
R23E
R23E

Access
The ten boulder sites are owned by and access permission will be
required from the County of Fresno, Harris Farms, Hazelton Farms, and
several Piedra residents.
4.2

Addition of Spawning Gravel
Description
Approximately 500-1000 cubic yards of spawning-sized gravel will be
placed at each of the six sites (Appendix C) at various times throughout the
project schedule. Some sites may be used in consecutive years or used in two
or more years. Each year, approximately 500-1,000 cubic yards of gravel will
be placed into the river at one or more sites. A conceptual gravel layout is
denoted for each site on aerial photographs in Appendix C. Prewashed natural
round gravel, approximately 0.25 to 1.5 inches in diameter, will be purchased
from a local sand and gravel company, hauled to the river, dumped along the
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riverbank and placed into the river channel. Due to location constraints, end
dump trucks will be used to haul the gravel from the gravel plant. From the
stockpile location along the river, a rubber-tired front-end loader will be used
to place the gravel into the river channel.
Location
Six sites have been selected for the addition of spawning gravel into the
Kings River (Appendix C). The gravel sites include areas where gravel will
either be transported downstream or areas where it will remain in-place and be
available for trout spawning in winter, spring, and summer. The sites are
denoted on a topographic map and are conceptually drawn on aerial
photographs in Appendix C. The section, township, and range of each gravel
project are listed below.
Site #
G-1
G-2
G-3
G-4
G-5
G-6

Section
2
10
8
18 & 19
24
2&3

Township
T13S
T13S
T13S
T13S
T13S
T13S

Range
R24E
R24E
R24E
R24E
R23E
R24E

Access
The six gravel sites are owned by and access permission will be required
from the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers (Pine Flat office), County of Fresno,
and Harris Farms.
4.3

Side Channel Enhancement
Description
An existing 3,900-foot long side channel known as the Avocado Side
Channel Slough will be enhanced to provide fish habitat (Appendix D). The
approximately 10-foot wide side channel is overgrown with Himalayan
blackberry bushes and willow. The channel barely flows during high irrigation
or flood releases, and is dry during the low river flow period – usually fall and
winter. The channel will be designed and contoured to carry higher flows over
a wider-range of river conditions. Channel enhancements may include
deepening of the channel, sloping of one channel bank, creation of pools, and
the placement of boulders, trees, logs, gravel, and other modifications that have
been effective in other enhancement programs. Heavy equipment such as a
bulldozer, excavator, or front-end loader may be used.
Location
One small existing side channel known as the Avocado Side Channel
Slough has been selected for enhancement of fish side channel habitat. The
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site is denoted on a topographic map and on a corresponding aerial photograph
in Appendix D. The side channel occurs in Sections 24 and 25, Township 13
south, and Range 23 east.
Access
The side channel enhancement site is owned by and access permission
will be required from Harris Farms and Hazelton Farms.
4.4

Riparian Planting
Description
Three reaches of riverbank that do not possess riparian trees have been
selected for riparian planting (Appendix E). Riparian trees such as willow,
sycamore, and cottonwood will be planted at the bare reaches along the
riverbank. To facilitate the growth of plantings, the riverbank may be ripped
and/or sloped using heavy equipment. Ripping will be done with a medium
sized bulldozer utilizing 2-foot shanks. An excavator may be used to dig a
trench into which willow, cottonwood and sycamore plantings would be placed.
A front-end loader may be used to slope the riverbank.
Location
Three sites have been selected for the planting of riparian trees along the
riverbank. The sites are denoted on a topographic map and on corresponding
aerial photographs in Appendix E. The section, township, and range of each
riverbank planting project are listed below.
Site #
RS-1
RS-2
RS-3

Section
3
8, 17, 18
24

Township
T13S
T13S
T13S

Range
R24E
R24E
R23E

Access
The three riparian planting sites are owned by and access permission will
be required from the County of Fresno, Warren Hopkins, Harris Farms, and
Hazelton Farms.
5.0
5.1

PROJECT FEASIBILITY
Engineering Feasibility
It is determined that the projects are well within the capabilities of the
staff and equipment to be utilized in their construction, that the required
materials are available, and that they will be structurally capable of
withstanding the rigors of the river at designed flows. Also, the design of the
projects does not appear to be detrimental to the carrying capacity of the river
during either flood or irrigation flows. KRCD staff responsible for flood control
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maintenance have reviewed the project designs, locations, layouts, and
construction procedures to comply with designated floodway mandates.
5.2

Environmental Feasibility
It is determined that the projects as proposed can meet all requirements
of local, state and federal environmental laws and regulations. While it
remains to be determined if the projects will provide the benefits expected,
there is no reason to expect them to be detrimental to the environmental
integrity of the river. Past habitat improvement projects in this and other
rivers indicate that the fisheries will benefit from the proposed projects.
Potential issues regarding the Valley Elderberry Longhorn Beetle and Bald
Eagle will be avoided through the use of preconstruction surveys, avoidance of
elderberry bushes, and the timing of heavy equipment use to prevent noise and
disturbance.
5.3

Financial Feasibility
It is determined that the projects will be constructed within the budgets,
to be established in the future, based upon estimates supported by information
provided by local contractors with experience in similar work. Provisions will
be made to monitor the cost during construction, and to adjust the work to be
done in order to stay within the budgets. Budgets and cost estimates for the
projects have not been determined; however, data from prior projects exists
and the projects should be within the proposed budgetary limits of the FMP. In
the future, the Technical Steering Committee will evaluate costs for individual
projects. Each year, the Executive Committee of the FMP will consider and
approve the proposed budgets for projects.
The three cooperative agencies involved have already begun acquiring
materials for the 2004–2005 project year in anticipation of permit approval.
The FMP proposes to spend its allocated monies in accordance with Table 1
(Level of Effort). Table 1 summarizes the anticipated effort (in monies)
expended towards each designated section of the eight miles below Pine Flat
Dam. For 2004–2005, the FMP will spend approximately $200,000 in
preparation for 2004-2005 projects. The FMP has also allocated approximately
$550,000 for 2005, and $100,000 for subsequent years through 2010 to be
divided among project sites accordingly. These figures are estimates and may
vary significantly from year to year depending upon variables such as funding,
approvals, and effectiveness. Table 1 also coincides with the Project Priority
Task List found in Section 6.4.1. The monies for the projects listed in 6.4.1 will
be divided into the Level of Effort described in Table 1.
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Table 1: Level of Effort for Implementation of Habitat Enhancement Projects.

Project Year
2004-05
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09
2009-10

Relative Project Location in River System
Lower
Mid
Upper
3/5
1/5
1/5
3/5
1/5
1/5
2/5
2/5
1/5
1/5
2/5
2/5
3/5
2/5
1/5
1/5
3/5

6.0
6.1

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Access Permission
Permission for access to construct the projects will be obtained from the
noted site owners prior to any activities. If there are difficulties with access
permission at a certain site, a new site may be proposed to the Technical
Steering Committee of the FMP for their review and approval.
6.2

Surrounding Land Uses
Lands surrounding the project sites are mostly undeveloped, open-space
parklands and river flood plains. Other adjacent lands include county day-use
parks, a mobile-home trailer park, orange orchards, and private residences.
6.3

Construction Inspection
During construction, KRCD and CDFG engineers and biologists will be
on-site to inspect and direct activities.
6.4

Schedule
The proposed projects will be conducted during the years 2004 through
2010. The projects will be constructed primarily during the low flow period of
the year (usually fall and winter). Specifically, this would be the periods of
early September through March. Projects, such as gravel placement, side
channel enhancement, and riparian planting are independent of river
conditions and may be constructed after an adequate preconstruction wildlife
survey is completed within ¼ mile of the project area. To avoid the disturbance
of Bald Eagles wintering near the Mill Creek-Kings River confluence, projects in
that area will be implemented from September 1 to November 15, prior to the
arrival of wintering eagles (see Section 7.2).
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6.4.1 Project Priority Task List
Projects proposed on the lower Kings River below Pine Flat Dam are
divided into three sections, a lower section near Gould Weir, a middle section
near Winton Park, and an upper section near Choinumni Park (Appendix F).
Proposed priority will be given to specific sections with regard to program year
as follows:
•

2004-2005 – Lower section priorities will be channel ripping and
boulder and gravel placement. Middle and upper section projects will
focus on riparian planting.

•

2005-2006 – Lower section priorities will be boulder and gravel
placement. Middle section projects will be focused on channel ripping
and boulder and gravel placement. The upper section priority will be
boulder placement.

•

2006-2007 – Lower and middle section priorities will focus on boulder
and gravel placement. There will be little habitat enhancement in the
upper section during this program year.

•

2007-2008 – There will be little habitat enhancement in the lower
section during this program year. The priorities for the middle section
will be focused on boulder and gravel placement. The upper section
priorities will be channel ripping, boulder and gravel placement.

•

2008-2009 – There will be no habitat enhancement in the lower
section during this program year. The priorities for the middle and
upper sections will be gravel placement.

•

2009-2010 – The main priority for all sections during this program
year will focus on channel ripping.

Additional channel ripping during the final year of the plan is
recommended to further increase cover for juvenile fish and habitat for aquatic
insects. The channel ripping will occur around boulder placement sites.
6.5

Flood Control Operations
The fish habitat enhancement projects proposed for construction in and
along the river are compatible with the KRCD's flood management activities
within the designated floodway of the river. The proposed design and locations
of the projects have been reviewed and given approval by KRCD management
responsible for flood control operations and maintenance of the river. The final
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designs and locations of each habitat enhancement project has been reviewed
to assure that they will not be detrimental to river operations.
6.6

Angler Access
The fish habitat enhancement projects will be located in areas that are
accessible to anglers. While the projects are designed mainly for trout, the
structures will also provide habitat for other fishes. Anglers may choose to fish
around these structures because of the enhanced fish habitat.
7.0
7.1

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
Environmental Permits
The goal of the project is to enhance habitat for trout, native fishes,
aquatic insects and other wildlife in and along the river. A variety of
environmental permits may be required for the projects. These may include:
Fish and Game Code
1602 Stream Alteration Agreement / Permit with the CDFG.
Reclamation Act / Flood Control
Encroachment Permit with the California Reclamation Board.
California Environmental Quality Act
Findings and Environmental Documentation with the State of California.
Clean Water Act (404 Permit)
Nationwide Permit #27 with U. S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Clean Water Act (401 Certification)
Water Quality Certificate with Regional Water Quality Control Board.
7.2

Environment Compliance – Sensitive Species, Waters, and Wetlands
Sensitive species issues addressed for the winter 2002 enhancement
projects involved the Valley Elderberry Longhorn Beetle (VELB) and the Bald
Eagle. For the proposed projects, preconstruction surveys will be conducted to
ensure that elderberry bushes, which may harbor the threatened VELB, are not
disturbed. Elderberry bushes will be flagged and avoided by the project. A 50foot area surrounding any elderberry shrub with a diameter of 1 inch or greater
that potentially could be affected will be marked and avoided. Thus, no
impacts will occur to the beetle.
In accordance with the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s 2002
recommendations concerning the Bald Eagle (Appendix G), projects located
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near the Mill Creek-Kings River confluence where a pair of eagles over-winter
and perch, will be conducted between September 1 and November 15. Projects
in that area will be completed prior to the eagle’s arrival in mid-November to
winter along the Kings River. This project schedule will avoid disturbing the
wintering eagles. For other projects along the Kings River, surveys will be
conducted at each work site immediately before construction. No heavy
equipment will be used if eagles are found within one-quarter mile of the work
site. As noted in Appendix G, this provision will be sufficient to protect
transient eagles from disturbances associated with the proposed projects.
Each project site has been reviewed and examined by KRCD biologists.
No threatened, endangered, or sensitive species will be negatively impacted or
disturbed by the project. The boulder, gravel, and side channel enhancement
projects will involve the placement of materials (fill) into Waters of the United
States, that is the Kings River. No significant negative impacts are expected
from the fill – as the projects are design to create and restore the natural
processes and habitat of the river. The projects will be beneficial to fisheries
and other animals by enhancing their habitat and will result in a net increase
in aquatic resource functions and values in the project area. The side channel
enhancement project will involve the disturbance of wetland vegetation (such
as Himalayan blackberry, rush, and willow); however, this vegetation will
naturally recolonize the site and be similar to or more abundant than
preproject conditions. No significant negative or adverse environmental effects
(direct, indirect, or cumulative) will occur due to the project.
8.0

RECOMMENDATIONS
Based upon past feasibility studies and the successful implementation of
test projects in winter 2002, the habitat enhancement projects are determined
to be feasible. The Technical Steering Committee of the FMP recommends the
projects to the Executive Committee for approval and implementation. The
projects will be implemented upon approval of the Executive Committee and
the acquisition of applicable local, state, and federal permits. Planning and
work on future tasks such as landowner permission, boulder acquisition,
project costs, and environmental permitting should be completed, as they may
affect the design and schedule of the projects.
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Appendix A
Project Vicinity Map

Appendix B
Location of
Boulder Placement/Channel Ripping Sites

Appendix C
Location of Gravel Placement Sites

Appendix D
Location of the Side Channel Enhancement Site

Appendix E
Location of Riparian Planting Sites

Appendix F
Combined Map of Project Sites

Appendix G
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service 2002 Letters
Regarding the Bald Eagle

Appendix H
Fish Species Recorded
in the
Kings River Watershed

Fish Species Recorded in the Kings River Watershed
COMMON & SCIENTIFIC
NAME
Rainbow Trout
Oncorhynchus mykiss
Kokanee **
Oncorhynchus nerka
Silver Salmon
Oncorhynchus kisutch
Chinook Salmon
Oncorhynchus tshawytscha
Brown Trout
Salmo trutta
Golden Trout **
Oncorhynchus mykiss
aguabonita
Brook Trout **
Salvelinus fontinalis
Grayling **
Thymailus arcticus
Kern Brook Lamprey
Lampetra hubbsi
Pacific Lamprey
Lampetra tridentatus
Largemouth Bass
Micropterus salmoides
Spotted Bass
Micropterus punctulatus
Smallmouth Bass
Micropterus dolomieui
Green Sunfish
Lepomis cyanellus
Bluegill
Lepomis macrochirus
Redear Sunfish
Lepomis microlophus
Warmouth
Lepomis gulosus
Black Crappie
Pomoxis nigromaculatus
White Crappie
Pomoxis annularis
White Bass
Morone chrysops
Striped Bass **
Morone saxatilis
Sacramento Perch
Archoplites interruptus
Channel Catfish
Ictalurus punctatus
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COMMON & SCIENTIFIC
NAME
White Catfish
Ictaluras catus
Brown Bullhead
Ictaluras nebulosus
Black Bullhead
Ictaluras melas
Threespine Stickleback
Gasterosteus aculeatus
Sacramento Sucker
Catostomus occidentalis
Riffle Sculpin
Cottus gulosus
Prickly Sculpin
Cottus asper
Thicktail Chub
Gila crassicauda
Mosquitofish
Gambusia affinis
Threadfin Shad
Dorosoma petenense
Carp
Cyprinus carpio
Goldfish
Carassius auratus
Golden Shiner
Notemigonus crysoleucas
Hardhead
Mylopharodon conocephalus
Hitch
Lavinia exilicauda
Sacramento Blackfish
Orthodon microlepidotus
Northern Pikeminnow
(Squawfish)
Ptychocheilus grandis
California Roach
Hesperoleucus symmetricus
Speckled Dace
Rhinichthys osculus
Bigscale Logperch
Percina macrolepida
Inland Silverside
Menida beryllina
Tule Perch
Hysterocarpus traski
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* Hybrid of White Bass and Striped Bass.
** Personal Communication with California Department of Fish and Game (Ed Armstrong, 1990).

Appendix I
Summary of
Proposed Habitat Enhancement Projects

Summary of Proposed Habitat Enhancement Projects

Boulder Placement / Channel Ripping
Ten sites within a 8-mile reach of river.
Approximately 10,000-12,000 boulders.
Approximately 1,000-1,200 boulders per site with 4-6 boulders per cluster.
Ripping of the channel bed may occur around the boulder sites.
Sections 2, 3, 8, T13S, R24E; Sections 19, 24, 25, T13S, R23E, MDB&M (Fresno Co., CA)

Addition of Spawning Gravel
Six sites within a 8-mile reach of river.
Gravel may be placed at one or more sites each year.
Approximately 500-1,000 cubic yards of gravel per year.
Sections 2, 3, 8, 10, 18, 19, T13S, R24E; Section 24, T13S, R23E, MDB&M (Fresno Co., CA)

Side Channel Enhancement
One side channel site.
Side channel length is approximately 3,900 feet long.
Enhancements may include the deepening of the channel, sloping of one channel bank,
creation of pools, and the placement of boulders, cobble, trees, logs, and gravel.
Sections 24, 25, T13S, R23E, MDB&M (Fresno Co., CA)

Riparian Planting
Three sites within a 8-mile reach of river.
Total length is approximately 2 linear miles of riverbank.
Enhancements may include the ripping and/or sloping of the riverbank and the planting
of riparian trees.
Sections 3, 8, 17, 18, T13S, R24E; Section 24, T13S, R23E, MDB&M (Fresno Co., CA)

Appendix J
Potential Limiting Factors for Rainbow Trout
Populations in the Lower Kings River

